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Candle Workshop
Allison Gomes

Saturday, June 29 | 10:30AM – 12:00PM | $35

Come and spend time at Phoenix 
and Dragon Bookstore to make your 
very own intention candle. Intention 
candles–charged with the energy of 
your wishes and ready to help you 
manifest what you want–will be 
made by you and carried back by 
you at the end of the session.

During the workshop, you will get to pick your own crystals 
(out of those provided in the workshop) and your favorite 
fragrance oil, which you will use to make your own 8.5oz 
candle. The workshop also includes a basic tutorial on 
candle-making for beginners, as well as a Q&A session for 
any burning candle-making questions you may have.

Summer Solstice: Liberation Lounge
Goddess Annika

Saturday, June 15 | 12:00PM – 2:00PM | $45

Welcome to Liberation Lounge: Unleash Your Divine Feminine Fire! Join us for a 
transformative event where you can connect with your inner power and embrace 
your divine  feminine energy.

Dive deep into workshops, discussions, and activities designed to ignite your 
passion and empower you to live authentically. Embrace your strength, beauty,
and wisdom in a supportive and inspiring environment. Let your fire burn bright 
as you liberate your true essence. Don’t miss this opportunity to awaken your 
inner goddess and embrace your full potential!

Book Signing - The Simple 
Magick of Wild Things: 
The Journey of a Southern 
Male Wytch
Dave Gaddy

PHOENIX & DRAGON BOOKSTORE
B o o k s  a n d  G i f t s  C e l e b r a t i n g  t h e  H u m a n  S p i r i t

J U N E  2 0 2 4

Saturday, June 22 | 12:00PM - 2:30PM | 
FREE
Embark on a mystical journey with The Simple Magick of Wild Things. Discover the untamed wisdom of 
nature and harness its mystical energies to bring a touch of wild magick into your everyday life. 
Uncover the secrets of the wildlings and the elements as author Dave Gaddy takes you on an exploration of 
the natural world’s potent spellcraft and delves into the lives of his ancestors. 

You’ll experience the stories and history of a southern male wytch and follow him along his daily path.  Put on 
your most comfortable walking shoes and allow yourself to be captivated by old dirt roads, homey stories, and 
a whole lot of laughter along the way.  Embrace the simplicity of the life of a country wytch and connect with 
the enchantment that surrounds us, awakening the wild magick within.

20% Off Adventure Books
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Angel Circle
Micel Enriquez

Saturday, June 1 | 1:00PM – 3:00PM | $35
Micel connects directly to the Akashic Record 
and delivers a collective message to the group 
–and channels the collective Ascension energies 
for the month. It’s a great opportunity to meet
with like-minded people — and every person will also receive a mini
message from their spirit team or get to ask them a question.

Mystic Moon Circle
Imber Tyler

Saturday, June 1 | 5:30PM – 7:00PM | $33
Explore unique esoteric topics and empower 
your own magical intentions in this monthly 
gathering. Connect with the energies of 
the moon cycles to achieve clarity, 
abundance, and empowerment. This sacred 
circle utilizes the following tools to assist modern seekers on 
their journey of expansion and growth:

• Intention setting • Sharing • Meditation • System of Correspondences
• Oracle / Tarot • Esoteric Truth or Dare (introspective questions/actions)
• Candle & Element ritual • Moon-loving community support

If you’re interested in feeding the soul and unlocking life’s mysteries with 
intentional living and mindfulness at the core, you found your tribe. 
Unlock the magick within. Optional items to bring: Journal, Yoga Mat/ 
Cushion, and Your Intentions.

Art of Breath Class
Noel Plaugher

Sunday, June 2 | 12:00PM – 1:30PM | FREE
Learn to breathe… This class will cover 
breathing techniques used in many disciplines 
to provide relaxation, focus, and better health. 
Learn the art of breath from the author of 
Standing Qi Gong, Noel Plaugher. Anyone can attend this class. Some 
topics covered:

• Diaphragmatic breathing
• Techniques to relieve stress
• Breath for focus
• Meditation

You will learn a lot and have a great time doing it! Love offering gratefully accepted

Mid-Week Meditation
Lynn Sepsenwol

Wednesdays, June 5, 12, 19, 26 | 12:00PM - 
1:00PM | $10
Every Wednesday at noon, Lynn will be 
facilitating guided meditation, bringing in 
body-based and mindfulness practices to help 
participants get more in touch with themselves and each other. Come for 
the meditation, stay for the good vibes!

Weekly Tarot Practice
Micel Enriquez

Wednesdays, June 5, 12, 19, 26 | 6:00PM – 
7:30PM | $25
Bring your decks! Beginner, Moderate and 
Advanced Tarot Readers are all welcome to 
practice with one another and sharpen their 
reading and spiritual connecting abilities — 
and gel with like minds.

Pagans In Recovery
Wednesdays, June 5, 12, 19, 26 | 8:00PM – 9:00PM | FREE

Pagans In Recovery is a 12 Step/12 Tradition fellowship based on the 
example pioneered by Alcoholics Anonymous. We seek no controversy or
conflict. Pagans In Recovery seeks to create a place, within the recovery 
community, for those who worship more than one God and whose 
spirituality may include magical practices.

We are not directly allied with any sect or denomination, though we 
recognize a shared view of many deities and spirits which, as we see it, 
are integral to our recovery and continued sobriety. No matter your path 
or tradition, we invite you to join us in overcoming addiction.
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W.I.L.D. Women
Vicki Evans

Thursday, June 6 | 7:00 pm - 9:00 pm | $25
W.I.L.D. in this case stands for Wise,
Intuitive, Loving, and Divine. I believe that 
all women have the desire to make Wise
choices and can be wise no matter their
age. We are all Intuitive, even if you don’t
know it yet, you have that ability. Loving is something we all desire to be 
but with that we want the wisdom to make good choices and we want 
to use our intuition to guide us in making the best choices for us. Then 
we come to Divine, divinity is your birthright, You were born
connected to all that is You don’t have to earn it, but you may need to
overcome limiting beliefs that keep you from fully accessing your 
divinity.

If you are interested in growing spiritually, no matter your path, 
join us. If you are interested in developing your intuitive abilities, 
finding ways to be more loving, and wanting to embrace your own 
divinity, please join us.

Register Here: 

Goat Yoga
GGA Dwarf Goat Yoga

Saturday, June 8 | 11AM – 12PM | $35 
Experience the ultimate blend of 
tranquility and cuteness at GGA 
Dwarf Goat Yoga.   Enjoy a delightful 
morning “goga” class. Led by a 
certified goga instructor, this one-hour 
session combines the serenity of yoga 
with the joyful presence of 
micro Australian dwarf goats. As Atlanta’s premier therapy goat company, 
we’re dedicated to animal-assisted therapy and its myriad benefits. Our 
exclusive sessions are inclusive of all ages, fostering a unique atmosphere 
that promotes mental health awareness through the therapeutic magic 
of yoga and our adorable goat companions.

*Children seven and up accompanied by a parent are welcome.
*Please bring a yoga mat to this class.

Tarot I
Micel Enriquez

Saturday, June 8 | 1:30PM – 4:00PM
You will learn basic history of the number 
and suit meanings, as well as learn basic past, 
present and future spreads. We focus first on 
learning the Major Arcana which makes understanding the story of 
the other suits easier to interpret. You will also discover what each suit 
represents in addition to how to incorporate the Face Cards.

You will spend a portion of the class practicing interpreting the
story of a card spread on another or with me. Micel will teach you how to 
tune into a divine place before performing mini practice reading and the 
basics on how to clear your energy.

Change You Interiors, Change 
Your Life with Feng Shui
Roberta Grant

Sunday, June 9 | 2:00PM – 3:00PM | FREE
Feng Shui, the study of the ancient Chinese 
art of placement, has been practiced for over 
3,000 years in China. The growing popularity 
of this environmental art and science results in 
extraordinary effects on people, including rewarding relationships, new 
career opportunities, improved health and an increase in happiness and 
prosperity!

Join this informative, interactive, and fun workshop to learn about the 
History, Principles, Bagua Map, The Five Elements, Ch’i Enhancers, Clutter 
Clearing, and much more! Call 404-255-5207 to RSVP.

Trial Watchers Book Signing and Meet-Up
Neil R. Gordon & Mike Petchenik

o 
access to additional material such as a additional material such as a presently in-
presently in-production docuproduction docu-series, as well as podcast and -series, as well as 

audio content.podcast and audio content.

Register Here: (404) 255-5207 

Thursday, June 13 | 5:00PM – 7:00PM | FREE

Join us as we journey through Trial Watchers’ origins with its authors 
Neil R. Gordon and Mike Petchenik. Following their introduction and 
brief discussion, each will read from a chapter, pausing to take questions 
from the audience.
Each person who purchases Trial Watchers at Each person who purchases Trial Watchers at the 
the event for $29.95 also receives a signed-event for $29.95 also receives a signed- copy of 
the book free month of content on their websitcopy of the book free month of content on their e
 a website (a $10.00 value), which will include $10.00 value), which will include access t
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Summer Solstice: Liberation Lounge
Goddess Annika

Saturday, June 15 | 12:00PM – 2:00PM | $45
Welcome to Liberation Lounge: 
Unleash Your Divine Feminine Fire! 
Join us for a transformative event 
where you can connect with your 
inner power and embrace your 
divine  feminine energy.

Dive deep into workshops, discussions, and activities designed to ignite 
your passion and empower you to live authentically. Embrace your 
strength, beauty, and wisdom in a supportive and inspiring environment. 
Let your fire burn bright as you liberate your true essence. Don’t miss this 
opportunity to awaken your inner goddess and embrace your full potential!

Aura Photography
The AuraWeaver

Saturday, June 15 | 12PM – 5PM | $70
The Aura is a physical representation of 
your Astral body through color. Through 
biofeedback technology, you will have a 
chance to see your Aura! Each color has its own representation to help 
guide you to a better understanding of your being.

Psychic Tarot
Micel Enriquez

Saturday, June 15 | 5:00PM – 7:00PM | $45

Go more into depth about how to interpret the 
meanings of the cards and incorporate your own 
feelings and intuition with the context of the cards Learn grounding 
techniques, psychic protection and how to clear your energy while getting 
directly in touch with guides, angels and spirits that come forth and want 
to communicate through you. Practice and discuss interpretations with 
other members in the group. Learn how to widen your psychic abilities 
whether they be Clairvoyant, Claircognizant, Clairsentient or Clair 
Audient. Bring your Tarot Decks!

*Oracle Decks are permitted in this class.

Soundbath Meditation
Sonia Thames

Sunday, June 16 | 4:00PM – 5:00PM | $20

This is a deeply immersive full-body listening experience that uses sound 
to invite powerful therapeutic restorative processes to the entire body. In 
this meditative experience, you are bathed in sound waves & frequencies 
produced by healing instruments like gongs, singing bowls, drums, 
Chimes, rattles and even the voice. Perks & Benefits:

• 

•

Great for anyone who wants to find a new way to relax or reduce
stress levels.
It requires no prior experience & is accessible to people of all ages
and fitness levels.

• A good way to enhance spiritual practices, and connect with your
higher self or higher guidance.

• A powerful tool for cultivating a sense of peace and relaxation in
our busy world.

Participants lie down or sit comfortably while I play an assortment of 
instruments around them as they Relax, Unwind and Recharge. The 
vibrations produced by the instruments help calm the mind, release 
tension in the body, and promote a sense of relaxation and well-being.
Participants often report feeling more grounded, centered, and peaceful 
after a soundbath meditation.

Channeling Practice Group
Vicki Evans

Tuesday, June 18 | 7:00PM – 9:00PM | $25
The group is designed to give 

you a safe space to practice and 
refine y our c hanneling s kills. D o 
you need a place to develop your 
channeling skills? Are you looking 
to meet with others to share how 
your journey in channeling is going? Would you like to have 
people to practice your skills with? This group is meant for those 
people who have had at least a little bit of experience in channeling, 
even if only in a workshop or among friends, to those 
who have more experience but want a safe place to 
develop and go deeper in their channeling.

Full Moon Ceremony
Maxine Taylor

Friday, June 21 | 6:30PM - 7:30PM | FREE
Evenings of a full moon are action-forward 
times that prompt “release”. Join renowned 
Atlanta Astrologer, Maxine Taylor, for a full 
moon ceremony on the back deck of the Phoenix and Dragon Bookstore. 
Maxine began her astrological studies in 1966, and in 1968 she became 
America’s first licensed astrologer. She spearheaded the establishment of 

Register Here: 

Register Here: 
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the Atlanta Board of Astrology Examiners, and in 1973 she wrote her first 
astrology book, Now That I’ve Cast It, What Do I Do With It?

Poetry Open Mic Night
We encourage poets of all ages to 
join us

Friday, June 21 | 7PM – 9PM | FREE
The 7:00 pm to 8:00 pm hour features 
family-friendly material: Bring your 
children, grandchildren, or grandmother. The tone shifts from 8:00 pm 
to 9:00 pm for more adult-themed topics. All are welcome, including 
performers and spectators. Join us on the 3rd Friday of each month. 
Call 404-255- 5207 to RSVP

Book Signing - The Simple Magick of Wild 
Things: The Journey of a Southern Male Wytch
Dave Gaddy

magick has made me who I am today. Just as thBy Dave Gaddy. Background, local, and

gicwho I am, rooted in my heritage and the legacy of Candle Ma

Saturday, June 22 | 3:30PM – 5:30PM | $45 
Come master how to attract anything you want 
in your life using magic of the candles: More 
Love, better Financial Prosperity, fantastic 
Health and joy! The workshop includes:

• A “Mini” card reading to help you get clarity
• on your wish
• How candles can be used to attract anything into your life with
• the assistance of your spirit guides and angels
• How to use the colors and why we’re using 7-day candles in this
• workshop
• How to use the energy of the Moon, the Sun and weekdays to
• your advantage
• Grounding Techniques

(Workshop includes a Packet & will require the purchase of 7 Day 
candle$4.95 if you would like to dress a candle in class but it is not 
required.)

‘The May Day Show’ Art Exhibition - Closing 
Day
Artists of KSU

Thursday, June 27 | 7:00PM – 8:30PM | $25
Would you like to be able to receive more 
guidance from the spiritual realms? Shamanic 
Journeys are a tool that shamans use to go to 
non-ordinary reality, to the places where they can have a strong 
and clear connection to their spirit helpers.

In this group, you get the opportunity to sit back, listen to the soft 
and rhythmic beat of the drum and be guided into the spirit worlds 
where you are able to meet with guides who have come for you 
highest good and will bring wisdom and/or healing for you. Sometimes 
they come quietly with just a subtle presence so you know that you 
are in non-ordinary reality and allow you to relax and remember who 
you are without the stresses of the world. At other times they come 
with words or visions to bring forth the messages and healing for you.

No experience is necessary to join in, we will do two journeys and 
they will be guided unless everyone is experienced with the process 
and then only the first one is guided. You are welcome to bring a mat or 
blanket to stay warm or lay on during the journeys.

Candle Workshop
Allison Gomes

Saturday, June 29 | 10:30AM – 12:00PM | $35

Come and spend time at Phoenix and Dragon Bookstore to make 
your very own intention candle. Intention candles–charged with the 
energy of your wishes and ready to help you manifest what you 
want–will be made by you and carried back by you at the end of the 
session.
During the workshop, you will get to pick your own crystals (out of 
those provided in the workshop) and your favorite fragrance oil, which 
you will use to make your own 8.5oz candle. The workshop also 
includes a basic tutorial on candle-making for beginners, as well as a 
Q&A session for any burning candle-making questions you may have.

Please visit our website calendar and Facebook events page 
for the most up-to-date information about our June events 

This is the final day ‘The May Day Show’ exhibition 
is open for public-viewing.
Various works of art and custom merchandise are 
still available! Take the last opportunity to bring 
home some of this exquisite wearable, shareable 
art for yourself and your sweethearts. 
Wisdom and Healing Through 
Shamanic Journeys
Vicki Evans

Saturday, June 22 | 12:00PM - 2:30PM | FREE 
“I am a Southern male wytch, deep fried and dirt 

Book signing for premier grown. Growing up in this unique blend of culture and(?) book and new release  

 e 
is known for its rich flavors and hospitality, I’ve such.South 

found a deep richness in the world of wytchcraft. This 
is my own personal journey, filled with family 
traditions and the magick of the land. So, I embrace 

those before me.” Micel EnriquezCandle Magic
Micel Enriquez

Sunday, June 25 | FREE 

Register Here: 
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SUNDAY MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAYY THU SDAY FRIDAY SATURDAY 

1 

Angel Circle 
1:00pm 
Mystic Moon  
Ceremony 
5:30pm 

2 

Art of Breath Class 
12:00pm 

3 4 5
Mid-Week 
Meditation 
12:00pm 

Weekly Tarot 
Practice 
6:00pm 

Pagans in 
Recovery  

6 

W.I.L.D. Women
7:00pm 

7 8 

Goat Yoga w/ GGA 
Dwarf Goat Yoga 
11:00pm 

Tarot I 
1:30pm 

9 

Change Your  
Interiors, Change 
Your Life with Feng 
Shui 
2:00pm 

10 11 12 
Mid-Week  
Meditation 
12:00pm 

Weekly Tarot 
Practice 
6:00pm 

Pagans in 
Recovery  
8:00pm 

13 
Book Signing: 
Trial Watchers  with 
Neil G. Gordon & 
Mike Petchenik 
5:00pm 

14 15
Summer Solstice 
Liberation Lounge 
12:00pm 

Aura 
Photography w/ 
AuraWeaver 
12:00pm 

Psychic Tarot 
5:00pm 

16 

Fatherʼs Day 

Soundbath 
Meditation 
4:00pm 

17 18

Channeling 
Practice Group 
7:00pm 

19 
Mid-Week 
Meditation 
12:00pm 

Weekly Tarot 
Practice 
6:00pm 

Pagans in 
Recovery  

20 

Summer Solstice 

21 

Full Moon 
Ceremony w/ Max-
ine Taylor 
6:30pm 

Poetry Open Mic 
Night 
7:00pm 

22
Book Signing: 
The Simple Magic 
of Wild  Things: A 
Southern Male 
Wytchʼs Journey by 
Dave Gaddy 
12:00pm 

Candle Magic 
3:30pm 

23 

‘The May Day 
Showʼ Art Exhibi-
tionʼs 
Closing Day 

24 25 26
Mid-Week 
Meditation 
12:00pm 

Weekly Tarot 
Practice 
6:00pm 

Pagans in 
Recovery  

27 

Wisdom and 
Heaing Through 
Shamanic  
Journeys 
7:00pm 

28 29
Intention  
Candle Making 
Workshop 
10:30am 

30 
8:00pm

8:00pm

8:00pm
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THOUGHTS FROM CANDACE APPLE FOR JUNE 2024

_______________________COMING IN JUILY 2024 _

The return of... 
Healing Your Inner Child 
Jessica Gordon______________________
Saturday | July 13 | 1:00PM - 4:00PM | $49
Join us for a transformative workshop that is 
designed to help you reconnect with your inner 
child and heal past wounds. Through guided 
exercises and group discussions, you will gain deep 
insights into your childhood experiences and learn
effective techniques to nurture and heal your inner child. You will also learn how to:

–  Lessen the effects of toxic shame
–  Bond with and reparent your inner child
–  Meet your inner child through a guided meditation
Discover the power of true healing as you heal the main component of yourself that 
usually holds all your trauma- your inner child. This 5-star workshop that was 
established in 2017 from award winning hypnotherapist, Jessica Gordon. Don’t 
miss this opportunity to unlock your true potential and find inner peace.

J U N E  
S P E C I A L

20% OFF through June 30, 2024

Discover the Adventure Books at
Phoenix & Dragon Bookstore

Summer is coming and the days are getting longer.  There is nothing like sunshine to decide to plan some Summer 
Adventures!  Are you making plans yet? To help you explore the options, we are featuring 20% off our adventure 
books through June 30, 2024.  You may be surprised at what catches your eye, be it camping, foraging, or exploring 
new recipes for a backyard cook-out. If you haven’t seen your neighbors throughout those colder rainy days of spring, 
consider inviting them over, and enjoy the adventure of getting to know your community.  Hearing them rave about 
their plans for this summer’s vacation may encourage you to seek out our travel books with that 20%  discount.

Be sure to check out some of the classes and book signings this month.  Thursday, June 13, there will be a book signing 
and discussion with the authors Neil R. Gordon and Mike Petchenik for their book Trial Watchers. Take a few minutes to 
look over the June newsletter and see what other adventures await you.

Best wishes for your summer fun,
Candace Apple
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Call 404-255-5207 for an appointment
Phoenix Psychic Center Gift Cards Available

THE PHOENIX PSYCHIC CENTER
C L A R I T Y  |  I N T E G R I T Y  |  C O M PA S S I O N

*Events with Phoenix & Dragon logo are presentations by store staff
or Phoenix Psychic Center practioners.

Enjoy Social Distancing and receive 12% discount
on your purchase before 12:00 noon!

Candace Apple 
Voyager Tarot

Tori Bahri
Tarot & Oracle Cards 

Candle Work

Merry Bisogna
Intuitive • Tarot • Pendulum 

Releasing Work

Erin Michael Finn 
Conscious Channel
Pet Communicator

Rachel Mara
Astrology • Tarot • Psychic

Sound Healing • Energy Portraits

Micel
Channel • Precognition • Tarot
Candle Readings and Dressing

Imber Tyler 
Mystic Mentor • Energy 

Healing • Intuitive • Tarot 
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